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Trump’s Private Letter now Public Domain in Minutes

Trump’s Serious Document
The Essence of Royal Fiat Lying

Robert Thibadeau

Dec 18 · 3 min read

In growing out of the Dark Ages, Mankind was growing out of the Quills of Princes and

Kings that had turned pernicious with the Printing Press run amuck for about a century.

Happiness and Liberty were buried in Fiat Lies; these were lies that people suspected but

could not question, because they were posted on walls or distributed in books.
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The cure was respect for Truth, since it had become clear that,

Fiat Lies are Genocide on the Human Race

The Internet Court of Lies

medium.com

We began the Age of Reason, the Age of Enlightenment. We developed the Rules of

Evidence in Law and the modern science requirement of observational proof.

We are once again challenged with Fiat Lies by out of control Princes using the medium

of the Internet and other Digital Media. The Press collaborates by in pretense of dialogue

by calling in “experts” who get ratings, and the truth barely leaks through.

But now we are seeing the Princes who have learned well the power of fiat lying in the

Digital Media. This is the 21st Century, repeating the 16th. Hopefully it won’t take three

hundred years to muddle our way out by finding again the value of Truth to our Liberty.

It all weakly started in the 20th Century with Radio and TV, like the Quills and Presses

before, but is now in full force with untempered Digital Media.

Trump’s letter is a superb example. You think it is a letter, but did you notice it is really a

PDF document of a Digital Image of the Letter and everywhere, within the day, on the

Internet?

Do you think Nancy Pelosi, the person who the letter was “sent to”, pushed it to the

media? If you say yes, I suspect you are lying and would like to have a conversation with

you about that.

No, Trump refused to be a witness at his impeachment. He refused to even have his

lawyers in the dialogue. Instead, he posted his fiat lies. He does what he does with his

trick,

Trump’s Trick

How He Gets Away With It
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He lies so many times in this one letter, you can’t even have a public conversation

without spending days teasing apart all the fiat lies in his one long fiat lie letter. Into its

constituent untruths, truths, missing truths, and mixed lie and truth “reasoning.”

Our King apparent.

He ends his letter with that his proclamation this great letter will be studied by future

generations who will see Donald Trump’s great truths signed with his beautiful

signature, and history will see how great he was.

For those of us who understand the value of liberty, we need to fix this, as our

forefathers did with In Congress Assembled. They used printed media to control printed

media but understood that truth only comes through person to person dialogue which

we have today in Congress, Courts, and Science.

And, oh, did I forget Education?

Fight fire with fire. Use the powers of modern Media to fight the inherent evils that come

along for the Human ride.

The Internet Court of Lies, which is now up and operational for you to see and read all

about at www.liecourt.com, was designed to handle such muddles of lies by making it

easy, fast, and rewarding, for people to bring truth to fiat power at Internet speeds. All

the details of the Internet Court of Lies are there to read. The Court is ready for our

dialogue to get to the truth in the fiat lies that are now massively upon us and used by

enemies of our Liberty.
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